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Context

Accumulation presents a new challenge for market studies. In its earliest form, market studies 

held to a political agnosticism that centred on calculation and calculative devices (Callon and 

Muniesa, 2005). Discussions of economisation (Çalışkan & Callon, 2010) or financialisation

(Pellandini-Simányi, 2020) have developed around calculative agencies and their enactment, but 

the politics of market devices and accompanying structural transitions have been largely 

unexplored. Drawing on emerging literature from critical political economy (Mader et al., 2020) 

this study sheds light on the political implications of financialisation within the tradition of the 

socio-material perspective of market studies.

Research Questions

Our study explores the accumulative mechanisms in an increasingly financialised market –art–

and introduces the concept of “accumulative devices” and their enactment. Questions to be 

addressed include:

• How is a mode of accumulation enacted in the art market?

• How is accumulation not only expanded but also accelerated (Harvey, 1989)?

• How can we reconcile the political economy’s concept of financialisation with the micro-

politics of market devices?

Semantic Network Analysis

1. The research traces the process of financialisation through a case study of ArtTactic, an art market analysis firm that offers regular art market reports, bespoke research, and art finance education.

2. We conduct a semantic network analysis (SMA) on the texts transcribed from online courses, reports, and podcasts, identifying four dimensions of the company’s performative works: understanding 

the art market; introducing calculative devices; introducing accumulative devices; introducing discursive devices. 

3. The study focuses on the largest dimension of introducing accumulative devices, encompassing the themes of art investment fun ds, art lending, wealth management, art tax, art insurance, and 

fractional ownership & technology. 

Semantic Network of Lectures (79,137 words)

Accumulative Devices

Semantic Network of Podcasts (105,098 words) Semantic Network of Reports (335,093 words)

Devices for Horizontal Expansion

Accumulative devices expand the scope of 

accumulation to new areas of application. The 

financialisation of art introduces new investment 

vehicles dealing with artworks which were not 

traditionally considered investment assets. ArtTactic

introduces the following accumulative devices for 

horizontal expansion:

• Art investment funds

• Art wealth management

Accumulative Devices

To reconcile the meso-macro struggles around the 

regime of accumulation with the micro-politics of 

market devices, we suggest the concept of 

“accumulative devices”, material and discursive 

arrangements that enable financial accumulation, 

clustered with various devices that configure 

calculation. The agencement of accumulation functions 

within the circulation of M-(C)-M’ (Marx, 1890); the 

accumulative devices support “flexible accumulation” 

(Harvey, 1989) in which financial circulation stretches 

along two axes.

Devices for Vertical Expansion

Accumulative devices accelerate the circulation of 

capital within existing activities. They enable art as an 

asset to circulate and accumulate more effectively 

within the cycle. ArtTactic introduces accumulative 

devices that make the circulation of M-(C)-M’ more 

flexible and convenient by increasing the liquidity of 

art:

• Art lending

• Fractional ownership & technology

Ancillary Devices for Accumulation

Ancillary devices support financial accumulation by 

leveraging structural advantages and alleviating 

structural challenges of art investment. ArtTactic

introduces market devices to take advantage of or 

overcome such issues derived from the uniqueness of 

art as an asset:

• Art tax

• Art insurance

Discussions

• We show how a mode of accumulation is performed through the 

combined work of material and discursive devices; these interact 

with each other to achieve felicitous conditions of performation. 

• ArtTactic’s discursive devices –lectures, podcasts, and reports–

provide market knowledge that ties investors to accumulative 

devices and persuades them to engage in the regime of 

accumulation. 

• The art market’s normative structures and activities resist 

accumulative devices. This resistance forces the company to 

demonstrate the merits of investment devices by introducing their 

theoretical basis, historical/ongoing cases, and finally, providing 

socio-cultural justification for art investment. 

• Our study elaborates ArtTactic’s performative strategies to validate 

the enactment of accumulative devices and maps the struggles and 

negotiations around the constitution of the regime of accumulation. 

Performative Works of ArtTactic
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